I. Roll Call

II. Visitors and Guest Speakers
Food Recovery Network
Kristin Courage: We received RSO status and in addition we are an official chapter of the network and we are being approved for that this Friday. We hit the 800lbs pound mark. First all of thank you, we work very closely with Aramark, we have also become close with grower’s guild, we are the food waste network and it helps us get a lot done. Donating food is not a liability risk, we are federally protected, we should donate as much as possible. Food recovery in general recovering food that is going to go to waste, food insecurity not having a steady supply, meal is 1.25 lbs. of food. Sen. Davidson: We go into the dining halls and we did an official dining hall run and everyone is helping us out, we work with united church of Rogers park.
Courage: We are working on a strategic plan and we want to change the norm, we are trying to educate and change the way we see these efforts go on.
Wild: We have an obligation as people to change this problem and use all these wonderful resources and we are a big sustainable campus.
Sean: Rambler recovery week, did this last semester and we got 300 lbs. of food. Use your rambler bucks and use them to donate non perishable foods and it is as easy as buying a can of soup and we are in Damen this week from 1-5, behind the check out counters in Damen and it can help us in the Rogers park community.
Andrew: We have bi weekly meetings and our e-board is more structured and the food runs are easy and there are a couple safety regulations and the next day we take it to a just harvest, runs can be anytime.
Kristin: Reach out to any of us, we want to make sure we are solving a problem, we want to be sustainable and ask questions and understand the problem of hunger, every single action counts.

III. Approval of the Minutes
Minutes have been approved.

IV. Unfinished Business
None.

V. Committee Reports
1. Academic Affairs (Hornik)
   1) We had our MAP tabling and got a lot of pictures and sending them to IL law makers.
2. Allocations (Mannam)
   1) We are starting back up with hearings next semester and also with the engagement requirement it might be a good idea to put together a calendar.
Facilities and Transportation (Wild)

3.  
   1) A few things we worked on, in the harry potter room now two lamps per table and golf cart is fixed, tabling tonight, in the shuttles there is feedback for the shuttle services, getting LIT banners in the shuttles.

4. Justice (Mifsud)
   1) We did tabling this week and made a couple dozen thank you cards and there are blank ones on the table in the room, also get the word out about JEP, working on the bee’s, working on legislation.

5. RCDC (Diop)
   1) We had tabling Thursday, surveyed and in the end, people prefer faster wifi then cable in the dorms, we are going to elect a new committee chair soon.

6. Safety and Wellness (Joseph)
   1) Working on presentation for all the internets coming soon.

xx) Judicial Board Report (Pine)
   Make sure you are fully aware of the bylaws for your committee and you can read the full judicial board report, we are meeting on Sunday but yeah anything let me know.

yy) Exec. Board (Chavez and Roberts)
   CCO Kovathana: We are working on a hard launch and getting adds up in the shuttle we are trying to get business cards for LIT.
   George: “Saying goodbye to all the people leaving SGLC.”

zz) Advisor Report (Moore)
   Finals breakfast is coming up next week, it is the night before your study day and it is a time where faculty and staff serve you a late breakfast, it can be a lot of fun take a break. I encourage you to reach out to others and find more people for SGLC.

VI. New Business and Discussion
   1) Spring Elections Committee
      -Spring elections committee is established and activated.
   2) Sen. Sallese: GSAC wants to create a sanction about the sanctuary campus, we should research this topic and if you need something explained I’ve done a lot of research and I want to create an ad hoc or put it in the agenda.
      Sen. Lurquin: have someone come in and get some clarification
      Sen. Sallese: I will ask him.
      Sen. Wild: I think a speaker would be good and then we can go home and read more.
      Sen. Sallese: I am happy he opened my eyes and I think I feel it is important to issue a statement and I am leaving it up to the senate and I want people to be educated.
      Sen. Mannam: If we all do research and come back that is the best idea.

Chief Justice Pine: We’ve put out statements of support it is
something we enjoy doing and can connect with students and how it distributes to students.
Sen. Sallese: We have to continue our mission and that is enough reason for us to talk about this, if you want to write legislation let me know.
CEDIO Sanchez: The community is working fast in wake of the presidential election, it is very long and covers a sanctuary campus and resources.
-Discussion is tabled.

VII. Announcements
1) Chief Justice Pine: Relay for life, I will be sending an email your way giving you logistics and get the ball rolling.
2) Sean: SAE is having a fundraiser at blaze tomorrow!
3) Amber: Rambler recovery week, us your declining balance and go!

-Speaker Dumbauld adjourns the meeting at 5:19PM.